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Colloquium  

For  those  who manage  to get to work on  Monday  after celebrating  
Vappu, the next meeting  of the colloquium  will be  held. Kari  Keipi 
will present  some  aspects  of forest fertilization and Pentti  Kuok  
kanen  will discuss  cost accounting systems used  in forestry nurser  
ies. Everyone  is encouraged  to come and  learn a  bit about what these 
two researchers  are doing. Note : the meeting will be held  at 14:00 
in Kahvio,  not in the conference  room. 

Visit to Riihimäki  glass  factory  

On  Wednesday,  May 13th there  will be a trip  to  Riihimäki  to visit 
the glass  factory. As with the  trip to Lohja,  the visit is in con  
junction  with  the Finnish  government scholarship  holders. The ex  
cursion  will depart at 11:30 (eat  before  you  gol). On  the way back  
to Helsinki  we will stop to see  the new  church in Hyvinkää  and perhaps  
also Ainola. We  plan to be back  in Helsinki  by  17:30.  

Working Saturdays  

Since  May is the month of holidays  we have  a couple of  working 
Saturdays.  Saturday  the 9th is one  to make  up for Ascension  Day on 
the  7th. Then Saturday the 23rd is another  to compensate for Whitsun  
tide on the 18th. Thinking  of all the work that gets accomplished  on 
these  days it is simply asking  too much to even think about  the 

possibility of having both the holiday and a  free Saturday!  

New  publications  

Ervasti, Seppo, Lauri Heikinheimo,  Kullervo  Kuusela  and Veikko  
0. Mäkinen.  Forestry  and forest industry  production  alternatives  in 
Finland, 1970-2015.  Finnish  Paper and Timber, 21:3.  Helsinki,  1970. 

Kajander  le ave s  

Best  wishes  to Paavo  as he leaves  his position here and heads off  
to Paris  for a while. Good  luck  and Godspeed, Paavo; don't forget to  
come back  to Finland  sometime! 

Until a permanent replacement  can be found, Kaarin  and David  will 
try jointly to fill Paavo's  shoes.  Let's  hope the affairs of the  
department aren't  in too big a mess  by  the time they  get through 
trying to run things!  
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